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EDITORIAL:

1989 - IN TffTR YEZVR - CAN WE LEARN FROM THli PAST!

In this Recorder, we have the history of a strike that occurred in 1903.

The miners had the most powerful ofponents - the eitployers, the Government,

the police and some of their fellow workers. And the miners lost!

Still, similar strikes occur. What are the similarities? What are the
differences?

Today, we have Labour Governments in both State and Federal spheres. What
difference does it make?

On Sunday afternoon at 2.30 pm on the 19th February, we will hold oin: first
meeting for 1989 v^en we will hear the story of the strike of the Colonial
Sugar Refinery workers. Our speaker is Mr Pat Cook, Chairman of the
Colonial Sugar Refinery Shop Conmittee.

Wbuld you please note our meeting address! It is the new Training Roan of
the Vdiicle Builders Union at 61 Druntnons Street, Carlton. It is near the

comer of Queensberry and Druititond Streets and is a most attractive room.
ALT. ARE WELCOME

To recapitulate the details of the meeting:

Chairman of the C.S.R. Shop Conmittee - Mr Pat Cook.

Training Room of the Vehicle Builders Union, 61 Drurrmond

Street, Carlton.

2.30 pm - Sunday, 19th February.

a. Annual Meeting - Election of executive
- Annual Report and Finance Statement

b. Topic of Speaker - Strike at Colonial Sugar Refinery,
Yarraville

- The experience and result

Speaker :

Place :

Date & Time:

Business :
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report

ACTIVITIES OF THE MELBOURNE BRANCH DURING 1988

A feature of the work of the Branch this year was its
outgoing character. The two chief activities, the
Bi-Centenary commemoration of the Eureka Stockade and
the commemoration of the winning of the 8 hours day
by the Stone Masons in Victoria, both involved many
people and received wide-spread publicity.

To mark the significance of the Revolt at Eureka and
the Gold Rush, a full program of events was organised
by the Eureka Celebration Committee and the Children
of Eureka Committee. Many descendants of the diggers
of the days of the Gold Rush came to Ballarat to
attend the functions. Our branch co-roperated by
producing a special Recorder. It was a historical
record of the events of 1854. John Arrowsmith edited
this Recorder. He produced a 20 page issue with
coloured illustrations. The number printed was 20,000.
Many messages of congratulation have been received on
this papers high standard.

Earlier in the year, on April 21st, we had another
important event. The< Branch commemorated the 132nd
anniversary of the winning of the 8 hour .day in
Victoria. The Eastern Hill (then called the Belvedere)
Hotel was the site where the original announcement was
made. Descendants of the pioneer unionists, to the
number of over one hundred, assembled there to have
dinner and to celebrate. The Lord Mayor of Melbourne,
Cr Leckie Ord was the main speaker. Our President
chaired the evening and read messages of support from
the Prime Minister, Mr R.J. Hawke and the Premier of
Victoria, John Cain. 40,000 of a Special Edition of
the Recorder was produced and sold largely to the Trade
Unions.

It is pleasing to note the assistance that members of
the Branch give in promoting labour history. A case
in point is the May Day Exhibition which was held in
Queen's Hall State Library and was organised by the
Library Council. This display of May Day memorabilia
run from .the 28th April to the 5th June.

The Exhibition was based largely on material collected
by Dr Sam Merrifield, one of the founders and first
Secretary of our Branch. the speaker at the inaugural
meeting was Jim Munro and the articles in the catalogue
were written by Branch members, Peter Love, Charles
Fox and Tony Marshall.

The Recorder was published first in July 1964. We are
now in our 25th year. We have reached number 155 and
the total of subscribers is 230. Stephen Murray Smith,
whose death was announced on July 31st, 1988 was a
contributor to early numbers of the Recorder.

- 2 -
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Labour Day on March 14th, when John Arrowsmith spoke
on future prospects and the opening of the World's
first Trades Hall in 1859, were two events that were
celebrated.

Brian McKinlay and John ArrQwsmith gave talks this
year. We also showed two video shows; one dealing
with the Cable Tram system in Melbourne -and the second
"On the side of the Angels" dealt with the history of
the anti-war movement from the 1916-1917 campaigns
until today.

The executive of the Branch with John Arrowsmith

presiding operated effectively throughout the year.

ELEX:nGNS TO EXBCOTTVE

The Members of the Executive are:

John Arrowsmith - President

Dick Curlewis

Mark Doyle

Lloyd Edmonds - Secretary

Jim Garvey

Jack Hutson

Peter Love

—  /

They are eligible for re-election.

fucvnce

The response to the notification of subscriptions due. is $656 so far.

We have some outstanding creditors; money owing due to the sale of the

Recorder - No. 154 "Revolt at Eureka". We should have an up-to-date

balance sheet by the date of the annual meeting - February 19th.
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REVIEW

EUREKA AND BEYOND

MONTY MILLER, A REMARKABLE MAN

His own story - Edited by Vic Williams

This book is the life of a remarkable man. It deals with Monty
Miller, especially his youth and early manhood, then his life
during the Gold Rush and Eureka and then gives his account of
the events that lead to his arrest and imprisonment at the age
of 85.

His youth is vividly described. He was apprenticed at the age
of 10 to a brutal master who kept him working 14 hours a day.
He complained that he was not learning a trade. As a result,
his master belted him with a two inch scaffold rope with a
double knot; so- much so, that his body showed the marks for a
month afterwards. So he absconded from his employment .
Flogging was a factor of life in the 1830's and 40's. Not only
the convicts were flogged. Also, the bullocks. These were
the main means of transport for the times. They were also
victims; victims of the lash.

Of course he joined in the Gold Rush - everybody became
infected with the fever for gold. He described the life of
the diggers and the attitude of the police. Miller was injured
during the revolt at Eureka and, if it were not for the support
and comradeship of other diggers and his own self-discipline,
he would have been handicapped by the injuries for the
remainder of his life. The character of the diggers, their
comradeship and dignity entrants markedly with the stupidity
and brutality of the police and the authorities.

Then there is the tragic year, 1917. Under the War Precautions
Act, a most repressive price of legislation passed by W.M.
Hughes, then Prime Minister; Monty Miller was arrested. This
was a year when, repression was at its peak in Australia. Monty
Miller was sentenced to six months jail.

Monty Miller died in December, 1920. At his funeral - wrote
Katherine susan Throssell, "an open lorry bore the plain wooden
coffin draped with red on which lay his Miner's Right of
Eureka days and branches of red and white flowers. "The Red
Flag" was sung and many men and women were weeping when
the sand rained down on all that was mortal of dear, brave and
splendid Monty Miller".
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IN AND OUT OF

WORK

Personal Accounts of the 1930s
This new publication In and Out of Work has been specifically
designed for the new V.C.F. subject Work in Australian Socity.

For many years students studying Australian History at the Latrobe
University have been interviewing people with good memories of life
during the 1930's depression. From hundreds of interviews, eleven
have been chosen for this collection.

Answering the questions can form part of the course requirements
for the Victorian Year 11 Course Work in Australian Society.

The booklet compiled picture of employment and life in the
thirties. It should be of great assistance to history researches.
It certainly was of interest to me. Anyone wanting these booklets
should contact the History Institute, Telephone (03) 344 6209

44

SOUP
KITCHEN
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THE SCAB TRAIN

P.D.Gardner

*Do not be an idle shirker

Or a skulker, or a lurker.

Or a scab or a 'free' worker

Jo in the Un ion"(I)

At 8.0 AM on the 27th April 1903 a special train left Bendigo
Railway Station with 54 miners and labourers destined to be the

first strike-breakers employed by a combination of Victorian coal

mining companies. A small crowd of about forty people booed and

called the new recruits 'dirty scabs' from behind a police

protected barricade. The train, with its complement of what the

conservatives called 'free' labourers then proceeded to

Melbourne, not stopping at regular stations and passed through
Melbourne at the time of the 8 hour day^procession. Special stops
were made at Jolimont, Richmond, and Bena and big demonstrations

of miners met the train at Korumburra and the Jumbunna screens.

But with the assistance of the Railways and Police departments
the strike-breakers were housed on the mine site and soon

commenced coal production. This provocative act of the mining
companies appeared to be the turning point in a classic 'labour

versus capital' struggle which led to the eventual defeat of the

miners and the destruction of their union, the Victorian Coal

Miners Association.(VCMA)
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On January 17th 1903 miners of the three branches of the VCMA -

voted overwhelmingly to reject drastic reductions in wages and

"coal-hewing rates. The system, to that date had been based on a

contract system where miners provided their own tools and

r

equipment and were paid according to the coal produced. For some

years the managements of the three coal mining companies - the

Jumbunna Coal Mining Co, the Outtrim Howitt and British

Consolidated Coal Mining Co and the Coal Creek Proprietary Coal

Mining Co - and the miners through the VCMA had been involved in

a bitter, continuing struggle over wages and coal hewing rates,

working conditions and union matters. At the date of the

commencement of the great strike the VCMA were fighting two legal

cases with the management and through the managements proxy, the

Victorian Employers Federation.(2) The combination of the two

larger companies and their failure to accept any form of

arbitration, appeared designed to provoke the miners, with the

longer term goal being the destruction of the miner's union.

With this in mind it appears that the plan to recruit

strike-breakers from the large pool of unemployed gold miners of

Bendigo was some time in gestation, was highly organized and

planned dpwn to the last detail. The special train was to be a

well kept secret and was to carry 100 strike breakers from
—  I

Bendigo and pick up a further 50 from Richmond and Dandenong

before proceeding to the mine at Jumbunna. The train was timed to

pass through Melbourne during—the 8 hour day procession which the

previous year had been led by the miners of the VCMA.(3) However

the plan involved far too many people, politicians and

government departments for the secret to be kept and news broke

of the impending journey of the special 'scab train' some days

prior to its departure.
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The revelation of the project produced immediate reaction from

several quarters. Stephen Barker, secretary of Trades Hall

Council stated that:

We object to a special train running through in a secret
manner, guarded by police, drawing up, not at regular
stations, but at Jolimont, so that nothing may be known of
the train until it reaches Outtrim and the men are placed in
the mine.

We say that the Government has no right to assist one
side or the other, and we say that in this case the
Government is endeavouring to give facilities to the
Federated Employers Union, under circumstances which are not
justifiable for breaking the back of the strike. The fact
has to be remembered that the men are now in court over the

martell case. The astuteness of the Government as well as

the employers, is shown in choosing the Eight Hours day.(4)

Mr.Arthur Wilson, secretary of the VCMA telegrammed Mr.Praed,

general secretary of the Amalgamated Miners Association "asking

Bendigo miners not to accept work at the Gippsland coal mines as

the miners were still on strike."C5) Wilson noted that the

"ultimate object of the companies was to break the unions. (6)

Whilst the unions were doing what they could to raise opposition

to both the special train and the recruitment of strike-breakers,

the companies through the agency of the Jumbunna Coal Co. legal

manager spread the fiction that the newly recruited workers were

not strike-breakers and that companies had no quarrel with

unionism. As well as this the companies offered a daily wage rate

of 9/- to entice the new recruits, a wage that was only slightly

less than that received by the average miner of the VCMA prior to

the cuts that started the strike.

Until the special train, the miners of the VCMA had had the

better of the then 14 week old strike. They had completely

stopping coal production and the men were receiving strike pay

from unions all over Australasia, especially from the coal fields

of NSW. The VCMA and the AMA also had some success in their

publicity of the 'scab train' as only 54 men of the projected

100 recruits eventually boarded the special train.

. > •
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following after the special train, the flow of strike-breakers

continued into the south Gippsland pits and the companies again

began marketing coal. The VCMA was now on the defensive and

probably committed a tactical blunder when the men at Coal Creek

joined the strike and the Coal Creek Proprietary Co. joined the

company combination.

On 25th.April Superintendent Sainsbury of Sale wired the Chief

Commissioner of Police:
Please send first available train ten constables two sub
officers half to camp at jumbunna pit half at outtrim pit to
prevent damage to plant or pits before labourers arrive -
Think seven 7 constables & one senior should accompany
laborers lest train intercepted. Tents & Beddings should be
provided also Batons... Perhaps the company can arrange for
comraissariot and tents.(7)

The Journey

The special train, with its special drivers, fireman and guard

and escort of 20 police proceeded to Melbourne and passed through

at the time planned, not stopping at any stations. At the

Jolimont siding a number of trade unionists, including Mr.Solly,

President of THC, and secretary Stephen Barker, and Dr.Maloney

MLA unsuccessfully 'exhorted the men to desert the train'.(8) The

train then proceeded to Richmond where a further 17

strike-breakers joined the train and Labor MLAs Bromley and

Elmslie, argued ineffectually with J.A.Boyd MLA, director of the

Jumbunna Coal Co. In reply to Bromley's question as to why the

companies would not meet the men in conference Boyd neatly

side-stepped the issue by asking Bromley if he objected to the

rate of pay that the strike-breakers were to be paid. Most

certainly Bromley was unaware that these rates were higher than

those offered to the union men, and that there already existed a

substantial 'blacklist' of men who were never to be employed by

the companies again. The train then proceeded to Bena where it

picked up a further 4 constables for the police escort.



KAbt U « Kor„»burra and the other Coal toons of OuttrU and Jn.honna
the VCMA and their families and supporters oere organised and in
strength. At Korumburra

there was an enormous crowd on the platform to greet these
new employees of the companies, but to the disappointment of
all the train ran through without stopping amidst frenzied
yelling and hooting by the miners employed at the Coal Creek
Company waiting on the platform..(9)

The train then passed on to the Jumbunna 'screens' midway between

the townships of Outtrim and Jumbunna.

by the time the train arrived about 400 or 500 miners were
interested spectators.Pol ice were drawn up in line...to
allow of the new arrivals getting out on the opposite side
without interference...A large number of women and children
kept a look-out for the newcomers,and as the train appeared
around the curve a storm of hoots, groans and boo-hoos
arose that was almost deafening. The train drew up, and the
passengers alighted amidst a further babel of cries. They
answered nothing in reply, but getting their baggage they
filed down the steep hill to the mine. A number of skips
were in readiness to take their bundles and swags, and they
were quickly filled. Then followed an amusing incident ,
which drew forth loud and prolonged laughter from the
unionists assembled above. A swag on the first skip was not
securely fixed, and falling off right in front, every skip
left theline. As each man came up for his swag the laughter
was renewed, and the newcomers were derisively exhorted to
put the skips back on the line, but they did not do
so....Apart from the cries of 'scabs,' 'blacklegs,' 'rats,'
'white Chinamen,''Where's yer pigtail?' etc., there was
nothing more to be done. To the credit of the unionists let
it be said that they behaved themselves well..(10)

Later in conversation with J.A.Boyd some union men asked why they

had not been offered the same terms as the strike breakers. Boyd

replied untruthfully that the VCMA had refused a conference

except on its own terms but that although ' no overture would be

made to the association' the company 'would be ready to receve

overtures from its own men.'(11) To the credit of the 1000 men

who would eventually strike less than a handfull are known to

have accepted the companies' offer.

After their arrival the strike-breakers and their police

protectors were quartered at the Jumbunna mine.
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arrived they had to «?f»t fn i, "^ae, and as soon as- they
In thn stabUs bunks for themsulesin the town t^d^it flboura''doL"i''tbe^rust^of tbe .ar«r\^°cLpef?lrtrsL%ron

At the end of the day Sopt. Salnsbury wired his Chief
Comm i ss1 oner:

MiLrierAssa^ItJ o^^ioleLe Crowd'ar Supervision Noorderly but Noisy (13) assembled four hundred
The Day After

The immediate effect of the introduction of strike-labour had not
been foreseen by the management:

reLr^f^^h"" "nine had hoped to be able torestart the mine at 8 o'clock on Tuesday morning, but the
management was not able to do this, although more than 70

^'^9ine driver, the undergroundbosses, the blacksmiths, carpenters and others had all
truck work without going through the formality of working

This left the newly recruited force idle and

haad whnr°h 'he bit of open green near the pitwltfhTni !nd " railway siding they observed awatching and waiting group of strickers.Soon after 10 of the
non-union men found their way up the hill. There was a

srro?J^w??h -T ^ non-union menset off with the strickers for Outtrim to attend a meeting.
The success of the strikers was. however, checked by
Mr.Pratt and Mr.Boyd coming upon the scene. There was a
three-cornered discussion, the result of which was all the
parties, strikers, non-unionists and proprietors, went back
to the s id ing.(I 5)

There an earnest meeting was convened with the union men

endeavouring to persuade the non-unionists to leave the mines.

The greatest candor was displayed on all sides, but there
was a difference between the tone of the strikers in
speaking to Mr.Boyd and Mr.Pratt, and their tone in speaking
to the non-unionists. Talking to Mr.Boyd they indulged in
humorous thrusts and hard sayings, but when speaking to the
non-unionists there was not about them a symptom of
aggressiveness. Towards the<m) they adopted an air of
restraint and reserve. Still it was apparent that it was
only a great effort of self-restraint that the strict bound
of moral suasion was observed.(16)
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The striking men were only mildly successful in their 'moral

suasion' and by the end of the .week 5 of the strike breakers had

deserted the mine stables and made their way back towards

Melbourne and Bendigo. But the self-restraint begrudgingly

admired by the' reporter of the Great Southern Advocate did not

last out the day. The provocative presence of J.A.Boyd MLA ended
t-

with a brief meeting in Barbeta's Hotel, Outtrim, which ended in

blows:

The man then called Mr.Boyd back, and on his turning, struck
him. Mr.Boyd pwit up his umbrella asj& guard, but so forcible
was the blow that it broke the umbrella in reaching Mr.Boyds
body. A plain clothes constable who was present immediately
effected an arrest.(17)

The arrested man was later convicted of assault and sentenced to

three months jail. There followed a period of violence, and

police harassment, which involved many convictions for obscene

and abusive language and for assault. Those convicted were given

unusually harsh fines and often finished in jail. At the height

of this violence a number of offences involving the use of

revolvers and dynamite occurred. The Introduction of

strike-breakers insured that the struggle would henceforth be

lasting and bitterly fought.

Several days afterwards, the Minister for Railways in the Irvine

Government, Thomas Bent,^publidy denied any knowledge of the

'special train."(IB)

Consequences ^ ~

In the short term the companies eventually had all three mines

back in production but the productivity of the workers was poor

compared with previous production. The companies found themselves

in financial difficulties and dividends ceasecfT debentures were -

issued and calls were made on capital. As well the share prices

of the companies plummeted.
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turnover of strike-breakers was high, a steady stream of

non-union men came into the mining towns- The picket lines of tne

VCMA and unofficial threats of violence from desperate miners

were unable to prevent this. The non-union labour force

eventually built up to about 350 men who replaced a striking

workforce of about 1000. Despite low productivity, the non-union

workforce enabled the companies to obtain and keep a position of

strength and be able to refuse any form of negotiation or

arbitration or to recognise the VCMA in any way.

The strike lasted more than a year after the 'scab train' and in

all was 70 weeks long. It was a much depleted membership that

called the strike off on May 17 1904, and the bare bones of the

union, a mere 60 members, that voted to disband the VCMA in

August of that year. The company combination had achieved its aim

but at some cost. The wages system was abandoned by two companies

a few months after the end of the strike and the contract system

re introduced. The total annual production of the pre-strike days

was never again achieved and the major producer, the Outtrim

mine, had closed by 1914. One legacy of this bitterly fought

strike was a militant unionism on the Wonthaggi and Korumburra^

fields. But the Company combination had crushed the VCMA and

large numbers of union official and mim;ants blacklisted by the

compan_ies were forced to leave their homes and seek work

elsewhere ."Beyond doubt the derrise of the VCMA was assured by the

Coal company-combinat ion and the use of striIce-breaking labour,

which had been inaugurated by that sinister 'scab train', was

just as certainly the main instrument of thai; downfall.
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Notes

1. Outtrim News and Miners Representative 25.6.1902
Martell case and. the Gregory case. The

Marten case was commenced after J.Martell, a non-union miner
was sacked after refusing to jojn the union and the other men'
refused to work with him. He sued the VCMA for LIOOO damages and

dragged on through the various courts and appeals into
inLj difficulties, the union dropped Usappeal to the High Court. It appears that the Martell case was

connecUons wUh^bo[h"^°®^ President, G.Fairbairn, had closennections with both supreme court judges and directors of the
coal companies. The Gregory case commenced when the Outtrim,
Howitt and British Consolidated Coal Mi„ne sued George Gregory
and 17 other VCMA officials and union militants >for breach of
contract. The men had not given 14 days notice before going on
strike. Again the case was pursued through various courts before
a token one shilling damages was awarded against the VCMA.
3. Outtrim News op.cit., 19.4.02.

Bendiao Advertiser 27.4.03.
5. ibid. 24.4.03

6 . i b i d .
7. VPRS 807,No.205,It.798 Police File PRO Laverton.
8. 28.4.03
9. ibid^
10. Great Southern Advocate 30.4.03
11. ibid.

12. ibid.

13. VPRS 807, op.cit., 27.4.03
14. GaA.^0.4.03
15. ibid.

16. ibid.

17. ibid.

18. B.A. 29.4.03

Lloyd Edmonds*

93 Robert Street,•

ESSENDON, VIC.3040


